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If you are an HR professional in 2020, there is no question you have found yourself in 

conversations and scenarios over the last few months that you may have never 

anticipated in your career. The professional landscape has shifted dramatically as 

businesses have been called to pivot faster than they ever have before to respond to 

the challenging circumstances that have come our way. 

 

For all of us in Human Resources, we've been called to support in ways we couldn't 

have expected and been asked to lead our groups courageously into an uncertain 

future that lies ahead. Good news came in the summer when reports showed that 

engagement and the wellbeing of the workplace had accelerated at a record pace 

across the country only to plunge to a historic drop only a few months later. Even with 

the record growth the total amount of "engaged" workers in the US peaked at 38% of 

the workforce. What isn't often states is the other side to this equation - 62% of the 

workforce is not engaged or actively disengaged at work and now being asked to 

engaged from a working environment with increasing independence and flexibility. 

 

Reality-Based Leadership has been following this trend of disengagement in the 

workplace while also researching the amount of drama per person in the average 

organization. In 2017 findings, the average person was spending on average 2.5 hours a 

day in drama at work: arguing with reality, resisting change, withholding buy-in and 

complaining about circumstances.  

 

Fast-forward to 2020, our current reality leaves us in a work world where many of us will 

be in either hybrid work-from-home models or completely virtual for the foreseeable 

future. With so much on your teams' minds and the added opportunities for distraction 

and disengagement in our new environments, there are more new pathways for 

workplace drama to enter into the equation than ever before. 

 

How can we help keep our teams continue to move beyond drama to stay 

connected, peaceful and productive even in ever-changing times? 

 

Recognizing and skillfully taking action during these 3 can't miss coaching opportunities 

are your way to effortlessly do just that.  

 

1) Work on growing mindsets, not changing reality 
 

Every single day, if you are not careful, you will find yourself setting off to change reality 

for your team. So often when people are asked to continue delivering results during 

challenging times, their first reaction is to step down and come up with reasons, stories 

and excuses about why they had to. This is not about bad people; it is a response from 

our human condition to do this. Often times, our groups are all-in to do whatever it takes 

to execute as long as... 

- There is better communication, more transparency, a perfectly communicated "why" 
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statement, more resources, better software, new technology, no manual workarounds, 

more benefits... 

 

You’ve all heard your version of this list. 

 

The flawed promise is that once HR and leadership is able to perfect this list and create 

a near perfect reality, then teams will step up, engage and deliver. In this approach, 

circumstances become the reasons are team can't succeed instead of the realty in 

which they must succeed. 

 

Where leaders can step in is not setting out to try to perfect reality, but instead cultivate 

reflection in each team member in 3 areas prior to commissioning resources to change 

reality. 

 

• What have you not changed in your current approach to your new reality? 

• What have you not modernized in your skillset for your current reality? 

• What is your level of willingness to do what it takes to succeed in your reality? 

 

More often than not, individuals have not even considered any of these questions prior 

to asking for a new reality and the magic is in the accountability that begins with 

contemplation around these questions. 

 

All three of these questions work on growing the mindsets of your people, prior to 

changing reality. Adding this reflective coaching exercise into the process ensures that 

we are growing accountability, initiating engagement and changing mindsets. 

 

2) Ensure people are adding clarity, not chaos 
 

One of the most powerful reflection questions to ask yourself at work is, "Will what I'm 

about to say, type or send add clarity or chaos?" 

 

In our new environments, so much can be taken out of context if teams are not staying 

aware of drama in the workplace. The truth is, every one of our emails, slack messages 

and comments on meetings will be either adding clarity or chaos to the situation. 

 

Clarity is what moves teams forward, drama is what causes chaos and holds teams 

back. 

 

A simple tool that can be used to ensure you are doing this is called the SBAR tool (get 

the free download here!). This mental template ensures that someone processes their 

information prior to bringing up their concern or challenge in a meeting or "hey, do you 

have a minute?" situation. 

 

The SBAR is an acronym that you fill out in an email or on paper prior to sharing your 

input. 

 

S - What is the present situation? This portion has to be short, one sentence. 
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B - What is the relevant background? A joke we often tell is to make sure you aren't 

working for the history channel here. What does this information have to do with our 

organizational goals, strategic plan or where we are going? 

 

A - Assessment. What analysis have you done? Who have you reached out to? What 

does the evidence say? What does that data say? What expertise have you consulted 

with? 

 

R - What are your recommendations? This has to be 2-3 recommendations on what 

could be done to move forward. 

 

Once this is presented to the leader or group, the next step is for a recommendation to 

be chosen and then the action moves forward. 

 

Implementing this simple template immediately helps clear up someone's thinking and 

ensures they are adding value, joyfully in any situation. Leaders who have implemented 

this simple tool have seen conversations that typically lead to venting go from 45-

minute sessions to 5-7 minute coaching interactions that led to impactful action steps. 

 

3) Encourage "how we coulders" not "why we can'ters" 
 

In any decision made by an organization there are risks associated with that decision. 

Many people jump quickly into, "here's all of the reasons why it won't work or why we 

can't" make it happen. This is the energy of a "why we can'ter" and the language of 

someone that is entering a mindset of resistance to change which accounts for 13% of 

drama in the workplace. 

 

This input adds very little value in the modern workplace. 

 

Leaders no longer manage people, they manage the energy of people. 

 

What does this mean? A key way to better manage the energy of this person and 

move beyond drama is to call a "timeout" when someone adds their input with "why we 

can't" and ask them to re-start their response with "we could if..." 

 

This simple reframe immediately calls someone beyond drama, into self-reflection and 

into a mindset of leaning in to help us find solutions. 

 

No matter what lies ahead for all of us, the reality will remain the same that our stress at 

work for our teams is not caused from our reality, but from our inability to more 

skillfully navigate that reality. Taking action and calling your team to greatness in these 

3 can’t miss coaching opportunities will make all the difference for your team. 

 

Be sure to download the SBAR tool here if you haven't. If you are interested in 

transforming your leadership even further with more simple tools and strategies to ditch 
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the drama, get your spot at my upcoming SHRM webinar Reality-Based Leadership - 

Ditching the Drama and Turning Excuses Into Results During Uncertain Times. 

 

ABOUT 
Alex envisions a world where work is effortless and teams are drama-free. 

 

Standing side by side since 2015 with New York Times best-selling author and thought 

leader Cy Wakeman, Alex collaborates with organizations and leaders globally to help 

them ditch the drama from the workplace, hardwire accountability in their teams and 

turn excuses into results. 

 

Everything he does is designed to help people understand that success and happiness 

is their natural state as a human being—once the drama is gone. With this core belief, 

Alex’s passion is revealing to those he works with that once people carve away drama 

from their lives, the same job they found themselves upset with today becomes the job 

they look forward to and love tomorrow. 

 

As a keynote speaker and trainer, he helps organizations exchange the endless 

argument for a DIFFERENT workplace reality for a shifted perspective that enables them 

to start achieving more success and fulfillment in their CURRENT workplace reality. 

 

In addition to sharing the reality-based philosophy from the stage, Alex is also a 

quintessential part of Cy Wakeman’s content creation and media team, spreading the 

ditch-the-drama message online. Over the last three years, his expertise, insights and 

execution have helped to balloon her  online community of raving fans from 15,000 to 

150,000 followers across multiple platforms. 

 

As the host of The Carvery Podcast with Alex Dorr (available on Apple iOS, Google Play 

and Simplecast), he shares his journey, stories and insights as a reality-based speaker 

and practicing drama defuser to help others carve away their own drama and start 

calling those they lead to greatness. 

 

Although Alex stands at 6’6” tall and is commonly told at events, “you look a lot taller 

up close,” he prides himself on being down-to-earth or, better yet, grounded in reality. 

 

An advocate for mental minimalism and a former professional basketball player, Alex 

holds a MSc in international business from the University of Derby (England) and his 

client list includes the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Adobe, Carnival Cruise Lines, Ely 

Lilly, Kohler, Emory Healthcare, Methodist Healthcare (San Antonio), Nationwide, the 

U.S. Department of Commerce, NetJets, Allina Health, Delaware North, AMC Theatres, 

Washington Department of Transportation, Our Lady of the Lake Medical Center, 

Providence Medical Center, the University of Oregon, Baton Rouge General Medical 

Center, CH Robinson, Intact Insurance, National Association of Credit Management 

and Credit Institute of Canada, among others. 

 

Alex Dorr is speaking on September 24 from 12:30-1:30 p.m. PT. 
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